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tone plates of scenery, etc. and a revised sketch map of China, to replace 
the one previously isstmd, are included.--W. S. 

I-Iartert on a Trip to Morocco. In a recent paper • Dr. Harterr 
describes another ornithological journey to Morocco tindertaken in 1925. 
He travelled over much of the country north of the Great Atlas, going 
from Rabat to Marrakesh and then northward to Asselda and to the 

vicinity of Mekn•s and Azrou. The itinerary is given in some detail with 
birds seen en route and at the several stopping places. The list enumerates 
71 species upon which more detailed notes are presented. Dr. Harterr 
has added another interesting accotint of Morocco and its birds to the 
many that he has already published.--W. S. 

Jones' 'Key to Nests and Eggs.' TbJs ingenious little book 2 by Dr. 
Howard Jones aims to identify by means of an artificial key the eggs of the 
common birds of Ohio. The key is first divided into plain eggs and those 
that are marked and each of f•hese groups is again divided into (1) eggs with 
a white ground color; (2) those with the background blue or bhfish, green or 
greenish; and (3) those with some other tint for background. Then we 
have •he different eggs in each section described in cohimns as to size, 
number, color, and characteristics of nest, the arrangement being accord- 
ing to size in each group, beginning with the largest. 

Only 126 species are enumerated and as most of the Warblers breed north 
of the range of the work that difficult group did not have to be considered, 
except in the case of one of two species. Dr. Jones points out the fact 
that his original key published in 'Nests and Eggs of the Birds of Ohio' 
(1886) and Mr. H. D. Minor's key in 'Land Birds and Game Birds of 
New England' (1877) are apparently the only two egg keys that have 
been published. 

The present booklet based on the 1886 key is attractively gotten tip with 
blank leaves bound in for notes and will serve an excellent purpose in 
aiding field students of birds and bird nests, not only in Ohio but in other 
nearby states. 

Dr. Jones has also published a paper entitled "Birds of My Boyhood," $ 
which was read before the Wilson Ornithological Society some years ago 
and which presents notes on Ohio birds made during 1858-1870.--W. S. 

McGregor's Accounts of Philippine Birds.--Mr. Richard C. Mc- 
Gregor of the Bureau of Science in l•{anila has been doing much to popular- 
ize the study of birds in the Philippines. His 'Manual' and 'Philippine 
Birds for Boys and Girls' have already been noticed in these columns 
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